
 
Dear , 

Request for Information – Local Government Official Information and Meetings Act 1987 

We refer to your official information request dated 21 August 2020 for information regarding 
Cross Valley Connections Background Information. 

We have decided to grant your request. Part of the information you have requested is 
enclosed. However, it will take us some time to prepare the rest of the information for 
release. We will send you the balance of information requested by as early as possible next 
week, the week beginning Monday, 21 September 2020. 

• The National Economic Benefits Permitted by the Cross Valley Link, 2010 

− Attached 

• Petone Esplanade Capacity Study, 2012  

− Will be supplied shortly 

• Seaview Links Project Feasibility Report, 2015  

− Attached 

• Petone, Esplanade Strategic Case Part B (I have previously been provided Part A of 
this document which references a Part B).  

− This is referenced once in the Strategic Case Part A and assumed we would 
move immediately to an Indicative Business Case, which didn’t happen. 
Therefore Part B, which was anticipated, did not eventuate. 

We are still gathering all the relevant correspondence relating to the decision to move to a 
Programme Business Case rather than an Indicative Business Case. This correspondence took 
place over a 2 year period. In order to provide context this was a decision made by NZTA 
rather than by Hutt City Council. With this knowledge do you still require a copy of this email 
correspondence? 

18/09/2020 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 



You have the right to seek an investigation and review by the Ombudsman of this decision. 
Information about how to make a complaint is available at www.ombudsman.parliament.nz 
or freephone 0800 802 602. 

If you wish to discuss this decision with us, please feel free to contact John Gloag at 
John.Gloag@huttcity.govt.nz. 

Yours sincerely 

John Gloag 

Encl: 

Feasibility Report - Seaview Links Project.pdf 

The national economic benefits permitted by the CVL.pdf 
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1. Executive Summary 

A study has been undertaken of The Esplanade in Petone to: review the present traffic conditions, 
estimate the future traffic flow, assess any deficiencies and provide appropriate solutions for any 
deficiencies. 

The following deficiencies were identified by the study: 

• Cuba Street traffic signals are at capacity in the eastbound direction and additional lane capacity is 
required 

• Waione Bridge will reach capacity within 10 years at existing growth rates.  The capacity will be 
reached earlier if the proposed Petone to Grenada link is constructed 

• Cycle facilities are poor 

• Side road traffic can only exit at present due to the existing congestion on The Esplanade and the 
level of reverse priority that exists 

• Pedestrian connectivity to the foreshore area could be improved 

• Poorly defined off street parking areas. 

The level of improvement works on The Esplanade is also linked to the outcome of other proposed 
improvements in the regional road network.  The proposed construction of the Petone to Grenada Link is 
expected to increase traffic flows on The Esplanade by up to 10% which will require capacity 
improvements.  However the construction of a Cross Valley Link is expected to decrease traffic flows on 
The Esplanade by around a third and as a result no capacity improvements on The Esplanade would be 
required. 

Three alternative options have been identified to look at the long term requirements of The Esplanade.   

Option A: Overall Concept 
This option retains the two lane nature of The Esplanade but maximises the existing capacity by making 
improvements to the Cuba Street signals and signalising other key intersections.  On road cycle 
facilitates are provided together with the off road Great Harbour Way cycle and pedestrian facilities.  This 
option also includes improved parking areas along the foreshore and increased planting. 

Option B: Four Laning 
This option includes four laning of The Esplanade which will require a bridge duplication of the Waione 
Bridge.  Key intersections will need to be signalised.  The Great Harbour Way cycle facility will need to 
be constructed as there will be no on road cycle facilities and all on road parking will have to be removed 
to allow for the four laning.  The four laning will improve the traffic capacity but will reduce the other 
amenities of the area and westbound queuing in the morning peak will still occur unless improvements 
are made on SH2. 

Option C: Cross Valley Link 
Increased capacity can be achieved in an east-west direction by creating another separate road link in 
the network.  The best location for such a link is the extension of Wakefield Street to Whites Line West, 
known as the Cross Valley Link.  This option will require a new river crossing and upgraded intersections 
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along the route.  It is recommended that if this option was preferred that the Cuba Street traffic signal 
improvements were still undertaken as a stand alone project and thought given to the Great Harbour 
Way. 

The components and cost of each option are provided in the tables below.  The preliminary benefit cost 
ratio (BCR) of each option, together with the individual components of each option is also provided. 

Table 1 Option Summary 

 Component of Option Cost Preliminary BCR 

Option A: Overall Concept $10,480,000 7.2 

 Cuba Street Improvements $630,000 93 

 Victoria Street Signals $1,100,000 0.9 

 Great Harbour Way – SH2 to Waione Bridge $2,060,000 6.6 

 Signalising Other intersections (5), providing 
on road cycle way, parking improvements, 
improved planting 

$6,690,000 -1.3 

Option B: Four Laning $38,020,000 2.9 

 Duplicate Bridge $26,820,000 
2.7  Four Laning, including signals at 

intersections 
$9,140,000 

 Great Harbour Way – SH2 to Waione Bridge $2,060,000 6.6 

Option C: Cross Valley Link $48,080,000 2.9 

 Cuba Street Improvements $20,000 100+ 

 Cross Valley Link* $46,000,000 1.6* 

 Great Harbour Way – SH2 to Waione Bridge $2,060,000 6.6 
*The economic analysis for he Cross Valley Link is a rough order BCR only and is not as accurate as the remaining BCR’s in his 
table 

Council will be able to make a better informed decision after the completion of three other studies that 
are either underway or in the process of being commissioned.  These are: 

 HCC Network Resilient Study currently being undertaken 

 HCC Seaview-Gracefield Multimodal Transport Needs and Links Study due to be tendered shortly 

 NZTA Project Feas bility Report for the Petone to Grenada Link due to be tendered shortly 

Presently there are already intersection capacity issues on The Esplanade, particularly at Cuba Street.  
With natural growth the mid-block capacity will be reached in around 10 years’ time, however the 
proposed Petone to Grenada Link will potentially accelerate the growth and additional capacity will be 
required sooner 
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2. Introduction 

The Esplanade in Petone is a major arterial providing access from Eastbourne, Wainuiomata and south-
eastern part of Lower Hutt to State Highway 2 (SH2).  In addition it is a recreation area with access to the 
beach and is used by recreational cyclists, walkers and beach users. 

Presently the traffic volumes are around 30,000 vehicles per day on this two lane, median divided road.  
At this volume the road would be at capacity.  The Cross Valley Link was considered to divert some of 
the traffic from The Esplanade; however the economic analysis undertaken in November 2009 showed 
that the project was not economically justifiable. 

The Great Harbour Way project aims to promote a Walkway and Cycleway around Wellington Harbour.  
The aim is that there will be a continuous, safe, signposted wa kway and cycleway around the whole 
perimeter of the Harbour from Fitzroy Bay in the east to Sinclair Head in the west.  Petone Foreshore is 
part of the project.  In addition to recreational cyclists, many cyclists use The Esplanade to commute to 
Wellington.  These two types of cyclists have different requirements. 

Dune planting has been occurring over the past few years by volunteers to assist in protecting the sand 
on Petone Beach and to stop it from blowing over the seawall.  The dunes will eventually hold the sand 
on the beach side and reduce the amount of wind swept sand on the road and what builds up within the 
median strip.  The dunes are still too young at this stage to alter the landscape. 

As a result of all these alternative activities and conflicting users, Hutt City Council has commissioned a 
high level overview study of The Esplanade.   

The extent of the study area is shown below: 

Figure 1 Study Area 

 
The section of road under investigation extends from the SH2 on and off ramps along The Esplanade 
into Waione Street and the Hutt Estuary Bridge.  The bridge itself is not in the study area.  A roundabout 
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is at each end of the road, outside the study area.  At the western end is the Hutt Road roundabout which 
connects the Hutt Road with The Esplanade and the SH2 Petone on and off ramps.  At the eastern end 
is the Hutt Park Roundabout which connects Waione Street to Randwick Road and Seaview Road. 

The Esplanade has many intersections along it and comprises a major arterial link route between 
Eastbourne, Wainuiomata and the south eastern part of Lower Hutt to SH2. The road has a traffic 
volume of approximately 30,000 vehicles per day with a posted speed limit of 50 km/h. 

Apart from two intersections along The Esplanade, all intersections are T intersections.  This is because 
the road has the geographic boundary of the sea on the southern side. 

There is one signalised intersection along the stretch of road at Cuba Street and one signalised 
pedestrian crossing to the east of Victoria Street.  All other intersections are priority controlled. 

Figure 2 The Esplanade, east of Cuba Street 

 

Petone beach is used for recreational purposes including fishing at Petone Wharf, dog walking in the dog 
walking areas, running, walking and cycling.  The beach is used not only by Petone residents, but also 
residents from the Hutt Valley and Wellington.  Many people come to the dog walking areas from outside 
the area, as there are not many public places that you can walk your dog without a lead. 

Figure 3 Recreational Beach Users 
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3. Traffic Patterns 

Hutt City Council undertook a series of traffic counts using tube counts between 3 and 20 December 
2010.  These have been supplemented by the New Zealand Transport Agency’s traffic count database 
for the state highway network together with manual intersection surveys at key locations.  Historic data 
has been provided for the permanent count station on the Hutt Estuary Bridge, at the eastern end of the 
study area. 

3.1 Daily Vehicle Flows 
The daily flows at key locations within the study have been extracted and are provided below. 

Table 3 Daily Average Flows on Weekdays (ADT’s) 

Location Northbound / 
Westbound 

Southbound / 
Eastbound 

Bothways 

SH2 Petone On / Off Ramps 16,800 15,590 32,390 

The Esplanade at Victoria Street 11,110* 12,260 23,370 

The Esplanade at Bolton Street 13,340 13,190 26,530 

The Esplanade at William Street 14,530 14,090 28,620 

Waione Street 14,530 14,550 29,080 

Hutt Estuary Bridge 15,500 15,480 30,980 

Te Puni Street 1,680 1,490 3,170 

Cuba Street 2,670 2,590 5,260 
* The actual count is estimated to be 800 to 1000 vehicles higher due to the traffic counter under counting in the morning peak due 
to slow moving vehicles 

Figure 4 Daily Flows – Petone Esplanade 
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The flows on the Petone on and off ramps are divided between The Esplanade and the Hutt Road.  The 
daily volumes suggest that of the 32,400 vehicles per day on the ramps, around 9,000 use the Hutt Road 
and the remaining use The Esplanade to reach their final destination. 

Traffic volumes on The Esplanade gradually increase from west to east, reaching maximum flows on the 
Hutt Estuary Bridge, with 30,000 vehicles per day.  This is extremely high for a 2 lane road. 

Traffic flows on the side roads are significantly lower with Cuba Street carrying 5,300 vehicles per day, 
Te Puni Street with 3,200 vehicles per day.  The remaining streets are likely to carry between 1,000 and 
2,000 vehicles per day. 

3.2 Hourly Vehicle Flows 
The hourly flow patterns have been extracted for the key locations and graphed to determine the peak 
hour profiles.  The Tuesday to Thursday average has been used to show a typical weekday. 

Figure 5 Weekday Patterns – Westbound 

 

Excluding the Petone off ramp, which feeds the Hutt Road as well as The Esplanade, the peak flows 
occur on the Hutt Estuary Bridge. 
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Figure 6 Weekday Patterns - Eastbound 

 

Again, excluding the Petone on ramp, the peak flows occur on the Hutt Estuary Bridge. 

Excluding the Petone motorway ramps, the flows all tend to display the similar characteristics, with a 
relatively flat profile throughout the day.  The traffic flows do not show typical peak periods during the 
morning and evening commuter periods that are typical for a major arterial road.  The flows show 
patterns that are more associated with local roads.  This is probably due to the road being at capacity 
during the peak periods and the dependence on The Esplanade for commercial vehicles to the Seaview 
industrial area and other commercial sites during the day. 

Typically arterial roads will have peak flows around 10 percent of the ADT, however on The Esplanade 
the peak is around 7.5 percent of the ADT. 

3.3 Yearly Vehicle Patterns 
Data has been extracted from the permanent count site on the Hutt Estuary Bridge to determine the 
yearly patterns and if the traffic counts undertaken are representative of the year. 

Due to problems with the counter, there was no data in April 2010 and limited data in December 2010.  
The hourly flows for each weekday of the year, excluding public holidays, are provided below: 
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Figure 7 Yearly Morning Patterns on the Hutt Estuary Bridge 

 

Figure 8 Yearly Evening Patterns on the Hutt Estuary Bridge 

 

As one would expect, the hourly flows are lowest in January when many commuters are still on summer 
holiday.  The flows are relatively steady with lower flows during the winter months, which match trends in 
other parts of New Zealand. 
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The data for the above graphs can be summarised as follows: 

Table 4 Yearly Flow Patterns 

 AM Westbound AM Eastbound PM Westbound PM Eastbound 

Average 905 358 1131 1324 

60 percentile 923 366 1143 1349 

70 percentile 933 372 1164 1358 

80 percentile 952 385 1185 1368 

85 Percentile 963 392 1201 1375 

90 percentile 984 397 1220 1386 

Maximum 1069 450 1329 1447 

December volume 945 (77%) 401 (93%) 1190 (82%) 1314 (35%) 

February Volume 911 (50%) 372 (70%) 1147 (63%) 1351 (63%) 

The tabulated December volume coincides with the tube surveys undertaken by Hutt City Council and 
the tabulated February volume coincides with the manual intersection surveys undertaken by GHD as 
part of this study.  The tube counts undertaken in December 2010 generally represent the 80th percentile 
and needs to be factored by 1.02 to reach the 85 percentile count.  The February counts generally 
represent the 65 percentile and needs to be factored by 1.04 to reach the 85 percentile count.   

Figure 9 Traffic on Waione Street – Evening Peak 
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3.4 Intersection Vehicle Turning Counts 
Classified manual turning movement counts were undertaken at key intersections on The Esplanade.  
These were undertaken continuously between 6:45 and 8:15 and 16:00 and 18:00.  The intersections 
closest to SH2 were counted until 9:00.  The surveys were undertaken between Tuesday and Thursday 
during the two week period 15 February to 24 February 2011. 

The flows have been factored by the annual factor to represent the yearly 85 percentile flow. 

The results are shown in Appendix A. 

3.5 Heavy Commercial Vehicles 
A significant number of heavy vehicles use The Esplanade as this route is the main connector between 
the Seaview-Gracefield industrial area and SH2. 

The automatic traffic counters classify the data into 12 classifications.  The results were provided at an 
ADT level only.  The counting was undertaken using the Austroads classification system, where Class 1 
is short base 2 axle vehicles which are typically cars and vans.  Class 2 includes short base vehicles that 
are towing.  The remaining classes are a combination of truck and trailer units.  Generally Classes 3 to 
12 are commercial vehicles however some commercial vans may be included in Class 1 and 2. 

Table 5 Daily Average Flows on Weekdays (ADT’s) 

Location Proportion Class 
One and Two 

Total Daily Flow Total Commercial 
Vehicles 

The Esplanade at Victoria Street 88.0% 23,370 2,800 

The Esplanade at Bolton Street 88.8% 26,530 2,970 

The Esplanade at William Street 88.6% 28,620 3,260 

Hutt Estuary Bridge 88.6% 30,980 3,530 

As can be seen, there are over 3,500 commercial vehicles on the Hutt Estuary Bridge on a typical day. 

The proportion of commercial vehicles during the entire day is higher than the peak periods due to the 
influence of the industrial areas of Seaview and Gracefield. 

The proportion of commercial vehicles does not vary. 

3.6 Traffic Growth 
The Lower Hutt traffic model has been used to extract growth rates from various key locations around 
Petone.  The resulting annual growth rates at various sites are tabulated below: 

Table 6 2010-2026 Modelled Annual Growth 

Annual Growth 
Eastbound / 
Northbound 

Westbound / 
Southbound  Bothways 

The Esplanade- Victoria to Buick 0.5% 1.2% 0.8% 

The Esplanade - Cuba 0.5% 1.1% 0.7% 
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Hutt Estuary Bridge 0.3% 1.1% 0.6% 

Ewen Bridge 0.6% 0.9% 0.7% 

Melling Link 0.5% 0.6% 0.6% 

SH2 South of Petone 0.3% 1.6% 0.8% 

SH2 North of Petone 0.1% 1.7% 0.7% 

The annual growth rates are significantly lower than those provided as default growth rates in the New 
Zealand Transport Agency’s Economic Evaluation Manual, which is 2% for urban arterials in the 
Wellington Region. 

The lower growth rate in the eastbound direction could be due to a capacity restraint at the Hutt Park 
Roundabout. 

3.7 Vehicle Queue Lengths 
Significant queuing occurs on The Esplanade and the side roads. 

The Esplanade, westbound – queuing mainly occurs at the western end, due to the capacity restraint of 
the Petone on ramp.  Traffic from The Esplanade merges with the traffic from the Hutt road and forms a 
single lane.  The queue lengths are worst in the morning commuter peak period.  Observations show that 
the queuing can start as early as 7:00 am, and can extend beyond King Street, some 1.5 km.  This 
extent of queuing often coincides with bad weather or an incident on the SH2.  On a day by day basis the 
queues tend to extend to around Petone Wharf.  Observations on Thursday 24 February showed that by 
7:30 am the queues had reached Victoria Street (around 1.0 km) and by 7:45 am they had extended to 
Sydney Street (around 1.2 km).  At 8:30 am they were still at Victoria Street.  The queuing which occurs 
results in vehicles driving down Jackson Street and using the streets closest to the western end to gain 
access to SH2, such as Te Puni Street. 

The Esplanade, eastbound – queuing in the eastbound direction occurs throughout the afternoon, 
particularly between 15:00 pm and 18:00 pm.  Significant queuing occurs at the Cuba Street traffic 
signals, with static queues observed beyond Buick Street (around 300 m).  Observations show that the 
queuing results in reverse priority, where vehicles on The Esplanade then give way to side road traffic, 
enabling them to exit.  This occurrence results in the traffic on The Esplanade then queuing behind the 
stationary vehicle and similar occurrences of reverse priority control occurring downstream.  The effect 
continues all the way to Te Puni Street. 

Hutt Road – queues at the Hutt Road / The Esplanade roundabout extend in the morning peak period as 
vehicles are not able to physically leave the intersection due to queuing from the SH2 on ramp.  
Furthermore, there is still a significant volume of vehicles using the SH2 off ramp, which has priority over 
these vehicles.  Queues often extend beyond the Jackson Street roundabout. 

Te Puni Street – Queuing occurs during the morning peak period as vehicles try to avoid the queuing on 
The Esplanade.  Right turning vehicles are able to give way to eastbound vehicles only and use the bus 
lane to enter the westbound direction.  Queues are frequently 10 to 15 car lengths long, but tend to 
dissipate fairly quickly as they only need to give way to one direction of traffic. 

Victoria Street – Queuing in the evening peak has been observed as much as 10 to 12 cars at periods 
where the reverse priority is not occurring when the travel speeds on The Esplanade are above 30 kph. 
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Kirkcaldy Street – Queues were observed during the evening peak of around 4 to 5 vehicles on the 
southern approach at 17:00 pm, as this coincided with the finishing times of the local businesses that 
access this street. 

3.8 Travel to Work 
A large proportion of the traffic flow on Petone Esplanade is made up of commuters travelling to work, 
particularly during the morning and evening peak periods.   

The New Zealand Census is undertaken at 5 yearly intervals.  The database includes travel to work data 
at area unit level by mode of transport.  An analysis of the data has been undertaken to determine the 
work address of residents living in Petone, Eastbourne, Wainuiomata Gracefield and Waterloo. 

It should be noted that numbers that are too small for confidentiality reasons are not included in the 
database, so occasionally individual numbers do not equal to the total.  The table also does not include 
car passengers, walking, cycling and motor cycling.  The totals do not include employees that worked 
from home, did not work on census day or not elsewhere included. 

A higher proportion of vehicles travelling to Wellington from Eastbourne, Gracefield and Wainuiomata 
would use The Esplanade for their route.  Some Petone residents would use Jackson Street and the Hutt 
Road to gain access to SH2 and Waterloo residents have an even greater choice of access routes. 

Table 7 Employees Travelling to Wellington to Work (2006) 

Residential Address Drove Car Public Transport Total 

Petone 483 447 1071 

Eastbourne 444 165 807 

Wainuiomata 861 363 1419 

Gracefield 240 210 498 

Waterloo 663 810 1662 

Total 2690 1995 5460 

As can be seen, a large proportion of employees travelling between the areas tabulated and Wellington 
City take public transport.  The lowest proportion is those from Wainuiomata, which makes the largest 
proportion of drivers on the Esplanade. 

Between 7:00 am and 9:00 am there are around 2000 vehicles travelling westbound on The Esplanade 
travelling towards SH2.  Around 1800 of these are cars and vans.  Based on Table 7, it can be assumed 
that the majority of the westbound vehicles on The Esplanade during the morning peak are commuters. 

Between 16:00 pm and 18:00 pm there are around 1800 vehicles coming off the Petone off ramp driving 
onto the Esplanade.  A further 870 vehicles turn onto the Hutt Road. 
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3.9 Pedestrian and Cycle Volumes 
A series of surveys have been undertaken at different times of the day for both a week day and a 
weekend day to estimate the pedestrian and cycle volumes along the foreshore area of Petone 
Esplanade. 

The resulting profiles are shown below: 

Figure 10 Estimated Pedestrian and Cycle Patterns 

   

This profile was made from 30 observations at different times of the week. 

It is estimated that the average daily total of pedestrians and cyclists is 260 and 180 respectively. 

Figure 11 Pedestrians and Cyclists on the Foreshore 
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4. Parking Areas 

4.1 On Street Parking 
The Esplanade has on street parking on the northern side of the road for most of its length.  Generally 
this parking is unrestricted and vehicles are able to park here for free with no time restrictions.  Time 
restrictions occur at a few carparks outside John’s Fish Market (between Te Puni and Victoria Street).  
The Foreshore Diary (at Bay Street) has started erecting signs encouraging non-customers not to park 
outside their dairy. 

Some limited on street parking is formed on the southern side.  Some of it occurs where the cycle lane 
has widened enough for vehicles to park here.  Generally the demand is low except for the area adjacent 
to Jetty Café (opposite Sydney Street). 

The right turning bay for vehicles exiting Beach Street is often used by westbound trucks parking short 
term to use the Foreshore Dairy on the corner of Bay Street.  This often occurs during the morning peak 
periods. 

Most of the on street parking bays have not been marked and imply continuous parking areas between 
driveways and intersections.  As a result, the number of cars able to park in each area varies depending 
on how close vehicles park to each other.  The number of vehicles able to park in each area has been 
estimated based on different vehicle spacing, as shown below:   

Table 8 On Street Parking Availability 

Length of Carpark:     5.5 m 6.0 m 6.5 m 

Hutt Road to Nevis Street 40 37 32 

Te Puni Street to Victoria Street 34 32 29 

Victoria Street to Fitzherbert Street 3 3 3 

Fitzherbert Street to Sydney Street 1 1 0 

Sydney Street to Nelson Street 6 5 5 

Nelson Street to Richmond Street 9 8 8 

Richmond Street to Bay Street 6 5 4 

Bay Street to Beach Street 3 3 3 

Beach Street to King Street 3 3 3 

King Street to Queen Street 1 1 1 

Buick Street to Bolton Street 5 3 3 

Bolton Street to Tory Street 3 2 2 

Aurora Street to Oriental Street 4 4 3 

Oriental Street to William Street 4 4 3 
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Length of Carpark:     5.5 m 6.0 m 6.5 m 

William Street to Patrick Street 4 4 4 

Patrick Street to Collins Street 2 2 2 

Collins Street to Jessie Street 4 4 3 

East Street to Kirkcaldy Street 28 24 22 

Kirkcaldy Street to East Street 13 11 11 

Kirkcaldy Street to Hutt Park Roundabout 18 14 12 

Jessie Street to Kirkcaldy Street 27 24 22 

Sydney Street to Bay Street 40 37 33 

Total 258 231 208 

The total number of on street carparks between Hutt Road and Waione Street varies between 208 and 
258 depending on how people park, with the most likely number being around 230 spaces. 

4.2 Off Street Parking 
There are a series of off street parking areas on the southern side of The Esplanade.  Generally they all 
contain angle carparking spaces.  These have been described below: 

 Water Ski Club Rooms – a large parking area is formed at the very west of The Esplanade and is 
accessed via a driveway 100 m east of the Hutt Road roundabout.  The large carpark is used to 
accommodate cars and boat trailers during the summer months, in particular Sundays which is club 
day.  The adjacent Rowing Club also uses this carpark and on several times of the years they hold 
Rowing Regatta’s when this carpark is overflowing.  The large grass area opposite The Hutt Road is 
used by the Gypsy Fair 3-4 times a year.  Some smaller parking areas are also available along the 
driveway. 

 Wharf Carpark – adjacent to Petone Wharf is a parking area with access opposite Victoria Street.  
Cars generally angle park here.  Mid way along the carpark is a vehicle access to the beach.  During 
peak parking this access is blocked with parked cars. 

 Jetty Café – a small carpark is located adjacent to Jetty Café.  Directly in front of this area is also 
some on street parking that is used by customers. 

 Heretaunga Boating Club – limited parking is available here.  The club organises Regattas several 
times over summer and holds club days.  During these times the walkway between the clubrooms 
and the seawall is often occupied with boats. 

 Opposite Beach Street is a 120 m length of wide seal that forms a casual parking area.  During the 
mornings (week days and weekends) a coffee kiosk locates here.  The carpark is used for short term 
commuters getting a coffee on their way to work.  Wheel stops prevents parked cars from spilling over 
into the walkway area.  The kerb is mountable the entire length so there are no strict driveway 
locations.  This is the closest parking area adjacent to the landscaped area opposite Bay Street 
where there are changing facilities, showers and BBQ’s for general public use. 
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 Opposite Queen Street is a 50 m length of seal with marked angle carparks.  Adjacent to the kerb is 
low planting such that there is a distinct entry and exit location. 

 Opposite Bolton Street is a 60 m length of seal with marked angle carparks.  Adjacent to the kerb is 
low planting such that there is a distinct entry and exit location. 

 Bolton Street to Tory Street has a 65 m length of seal where vehicles park.  Some landscaping and 
planting separates from the area opposite Bolton Street.  To the east is the Petone War Memorial. 

 Tory Street to Cuba Street has a 45 m length of seal where vehicles park.  To the west is the Petone 
War Memorial. 

 Opposite Aurora Street is a tapered triangular length of seal that measures around 100 m in length.  
Only around 40 m can be used for parking and this area generally is only used if the remaining areas 
are full. 

 Opposite Jessie Street is another triangular length of seal measuring 90 m.  The widest point is 
around 20 m in width allowing parking to occur along around 60 m.  East of this is a Children’s 
Playground area. 

 Adjacent to Marine Parade is a small marked carpark which serves the Children’s play area.  It 
accommodates 13 carparks. 

Many of the parking areas are casual with unformed carparking areas and access points.  These could 
be better formed, but would possibly have a reduction in overall parking.  The capacity of the parking 
areas vary based on the spacing of cars.  As many of the areas are unmarked, or have very faded 
markings, the parking can be hap-hazard and not efficient.  The spacing between the parked cars will 
alter the capacity of the parking areas.  The number of vehicles able to park in each area has been 
estimated based on the width of the parking spacing. 

Table 9 Off Street Parking Availability 

Width of Carpark: 3.0 m 3.5 m 4.0 m 

Opposite Sydney Street to Richmond Street 14 12 10 

Opposite Beach Street 39 33 29 

Opposite Queen Street 14 12 10 

Opposite Bolton Street 13 11 10 

Bolton Street to Tory Street 21 18 15 

Tory Street to Cuba Street 16 14 12 

Opposite Aurora Street 18 15 13 

Opposite Jessie Street 25 21 19 

Children’s Play Area 13 13 13 

Total 215 184 162 

The total number of off street carparks along Petone Foreshore varies between 160 and 215 depending 
on how people park, with the most likely number being around 180 spaces. 
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4.3 Parking Demands 
Parking demands vary throughout the week.  During a typical weekday the areas on the western and 
eastern ends are used by employees in the various adjacent businesses.  Parking demands in the 
middle section get high on weekends.  During the summer months, vehicles park on The Esplanade to 
use the beach.  In winter months many people stay in their cars and admire the views and scenery. 

The parking area adjacent to Petone Wharf gets busy during weekends and summer evenings as this is 
adjacent to the dog walking area and residents from throughout Lower Hutt use this area to walk their 
dogs. 

Special events such as the Winter Carnival and Guy Fawkes night attract vehicles from throughout the 
Hutt Valley and even Wellington.  During these times parking is at a premium and not only are all parking 
areas within the foreshore occupied, but so are the side roads. 
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5. Other Roading Studies 

5.1 Petone to Grenada Link 
The New Zealand Transport Agency (NZTA) has undertaken a study of the Ngauranga Triangle in 2009.  
The purpose of the study was to develop an integrated long-term transport strategy for the “triangle” 
between SH1, SH2 and a possible connection between them. 

The proposed Petone to Grenada Link is a four lane divided road with adequate shoulder width for cyclist 
use linking SH1 at Tawa to SH2 using a new Petone Interchange.  It is designed to have an operating 
speed of 70 kph and is expected to cost around $250 M.  Presently it has a BCR of around 1.8 and 
NZTA are pursuing it as it relieves congestion on a SH1 along a section where SH1 is a road of national 
significance (RONS). 

The Draft Hutt Corridor Plan has the link fully operational in 2018. 

Figure 12 Petone to Grenada Link 

 

The Petone to Grenada link is estimated to carry around 25,000 vpd, with around 10% heavy commercial 
vehicles, even though the gradients are as high as 9% in some areas.  The modelling work undertaken 
shows that the Petone to Grenada Link will increase traffic flows on The Esplanade by around 3,000 
vehicles per day.  While the report states “…the modelling work undertaken to assess this impact shows 
that the increase in daily traffic flow will not significantly worsen current levels of congestion and delay”.  
This is not considered to be correct as various parts of the road are at capacity now. 

The road requires reconstruction of The Esplanade / Hutt Road / SH2 interchange.  The proposal has a 
westbound slip lane from Petone Esplanade for State Highway traffic which bypasses the roundabout.  
This lane widens to two lanes at the main Petone Interchange with one lane dedicated to Wellington 
bound traffic and one to access the Petone Grenada Link.  This will reduce queuing here as vehicles 
using the Petone to Grenada link to access SH1 will not need to merge with SH2 traffic. 

Presently there is very little traffic that flows from The Esplanade to the Hutt Road, with 50 vehicles 
recorded in the evening peak, and less than 10 vehicles per hour in the morning peak period.  The 
existing on ramp flows are only 700 vehicles per hour in the morning peak due to the lack of capacity on 
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SH2.  The actual demand is higher.  During the evening peak this increases to 1150 vehicles per hour.  
Under the proposed design, this traffic still only has a single lane. 

The details of the proposed new interchange are shown below: 

Figure 13 Proposed Upgraded Petone Interchange 

 

As this project is part of a RONS project, it only requires a BCR higher than 1 to be considered for 
funding. 

5.2 Cross Valley Link – 2009 Study 
The Lower Hutt District Plan (pre 1989 amalgamation) contained a designation for a Cross Valley Link 
that would connect Wakefield Street to Whites Line West and Whites Line East with a new river crossing.  
However Government legislation in the 1980s required that projects were either proceeded with, or 
removed from District Plans.  The designation was subsequently removed. 

In 2009, the Cross Valley Link was re-assessed as part of the Ngauranga Triangle Study as it improves 
the traffic connection to the Seaview / Gracefield industrial area, Wainuiomata and the Eastern Bays.  
The assessment was undertaken on a two lane divided road with provision for cyclists that connects 
Seaview-Gracefield to SH2 at the new Dowse Interchange.   

The 2009 study of the Cross Valley Link follows the railway line and includes a new interchange on 
Whites Line East.  This alignment was considered to have less impact on the residential properties on 
Whites Line West 
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Figure 14 Cross Valley Link – 2009 Alignment 

 

Appendix A of the detailed Technical Report undertaken for the Ngauranga Triangle Study showed that 7 
alternative options were tested for the Cross Valley Link.  The tests were numbers, as follows: 

 Test 7 –Traffic calming on the Esplanade and Jackson Street, 30 kph 

 Test 8 – Cross Valley Link, 70 kph, following Wakefield Street 

 Test 9 – Cross Valley Link, 70 kph, following railway line 

 Test 10 - Four laning of Udy and Cuba Streets. 70 kph 

 Test 11 - Cross Valley Link, 70 kph, with traffic calming on the Esplanade and Jackson Street 

 Test 13 – combination of 7 and 10 

 Test 16 – Four laning of The Esplanade, 70 kph 

 Test 17 – Alternative eastbound route and traffic calming on the Esplanade and Jackson Street.  
Speed limit on The Esplanade 70 kph westbound and 30 kph eastbound. 

It was considered that Option 8 and 9 were essentially the same in the model, so Option 9 was not 
tested, even though the railway line alignment was considered better for residents.  The railway 
alignment required additional intersection configurations and potential delay which is not included in the 
analysis.  

The network wide travel times for each option is provided below: 

Table 10 Summary of CVL Modelling Options (2016 total network travel times) 

Option: DMIN 7 8 / 9 10 11 13 16 17 

AM peak 6577.5 6622.3 6572.2 6548.8 6621.6 6609.8 6555.6 6563.1 

Interpeak 3730.6 3760.1 3705.0 3728.8 3740.7 3742.6 3683.6 3712.1 

PM peak 6992.0 7023.5 6984.3 6980.7 7066.2 7006.8 6958.1 6995.7 

Test 11 was carried forward for full economic assessment even though in 2016 it had negative benefits 
and the options without traffic calming on The Esplanade had benefits. 

The 2009 study estimated the cost of the Cross Valley Link to be around $80 M with a BCR of 0.3.   
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The 2009 study predicted that the Cross Valley Link will attract 21,000 vehicles per day in 2016.  This will 
lead to a reduction in traffic on The Esplanade of approximately 10,000 vehicles per day.  The estimate 
assumed that the speed limit on The Esplanade would be reduced to 30 kph to improve the beach 
amenities. 

The modelling work undertaken shows that around 2,000 additional vehicles per day will be attracted to 
Randwick Road with the Cross Valley Link.  The report states “this increase in traffic volumes will need to 
be managed to limit any adverse effect on the local community”.  

Figure 15 Change in Traffic Flows with Cross Valley Link 

 

The report states that “the Seaview-Gracefield area is the region’s primary industrial area.  Growing 
congestion on The Esplanade provides poor connectivity to SH2.  This poor connectivity adds to the cost 
of business undertaken in Seaview-Gracefield…..  The Cross Valley Link would enable the populations 
of the Eastern Bays and Wainuiomata to be better integrated into the greater Wellington region.” 

The Report also states that “many of the benefits of the Cross Valley Link can be achieved by upgrading 
The Esplanade but the costs of this upgrade to maintain and improve the levels of service required for 
access to the region’s industrial hub at Seaveiw-Gracefield area is expensive, if not more expensive than 
building the Cross Valley Link.”  This can be interpreted that should the Cross Valley Link not be built, 
then Petone Esplanade needs to be widened, at a greater cost.    

The economic analysis has given this project a strategic fit of “low”, however, Section G5.6 of the NZTA 
Planning, Programming and Funding Manual also says that a project should be given a rating of “high” if 
“there is a major contribution to national economic growth and productivity on freight routes or tourism” 
and it is an “urban arterial critical for maximizing access to significant markets, areas of employment or 
economic growth”.  The Esplanade carries over 3,500 commercial vehicles a day and therefore it could 
be considered to have a strategic fit of “high”.  Projects with a strategic fit of “low” require a BCR greater 
than 4.0 in order to get subsidy from NZTA.  Projects with a strategic fit of “high” only require a BCR 
greater than 1.0 to get funding.   
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5.3 Cross Valley Link – 2012 Study 
In early 2012, HCC commissioned GHD to undertake a revised cost estimate of the recommended 
alignment of the Cross Valley Link from the 2009 study – namely a link that followed the railway line.  
The cost estimate review showed that this alignment is not achievable due to the change in road level 
between the railway line, the proposed road and the residential houses backing onto the road, together 
with the intersection arrangements required at the Randwick Road location. 

The previous alignment is now the favoured alignment as shown below. 

Figure 16 Revised Cross Valley Link Alignment 

 

Updated cost estimates have been undertaken for this alignment in 2012 and have been set at $46.0 M. 

It is also considered that the road should have a 50 kph speed limit and that The Esplanade posted 
speed limit should remain at 50 kph without any traffic calming.  This option has not been modelled, but 
is similar to Test 8.  The outputs of Table 10 have been used to update the economic analysis which 
results in a very rough order BCR of 1.6. 

The concept drawings of the revised Cross Valley Link are provided in Appendix C. 
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6. Congestion Monitoring 

6.1 Levels of Service 
The capacity of a roadway varies according to a wide range of influences including the road type, 
location in the network and the nature of adjoining land uses.  Urban roads are limited by the capacity of 
downstream intersections, whereas the capacity of rural roads is principally determined by alignment and 
road geometry.  

The term Level of Service is provided to characterise operational conditions within a traffic stream and 
their perception by motorists and passengers.  Six Levels of Service (LOS) are defined with A 
representing the highest level, and F the worst.  As traffic volumes increase, the level of service 
decreases.  The following general statements describe the various Levels of Service. 

 LOS A describes primarily free-flow operations.  Vehicles are seldom impeded in their ability to 
manoeuvre in the traffic stream.  Delay at intersections is minimal. 

 LOS B represents reasonably unimpeded operations at average travel speeds.  The ability to 
manoeuvre in the traffic stream is only slightly restricted and delays are not bothersome. 

 LOS C represents stable operations; however, ability to manoeuvre and change lanes in midblock 
locations may be more restricted than in LOS B, and longer queues, adverse signal coordination, or 
both may contribute to lower average travel speeds. 

 LOS D borders on a range in which small increases in flow may cause substantial increases in 
approach delay and hence decreases in arterial speed.  LOS D may be due to adverse signal 
progression, inappropriate signal timing, high volumes, or some combination of these. 

 LOS E is characterised by significant delays and average travel speeds of one-third the free-flow 
speed or less.  Such operations are caused by some combination of adverse progression, high signal 
density, high volumes, extensive delays at critical intersections, and inappropriate signal timing. 

 LOS F characterises arterial flow at extremely low speeds, from less than one-third to one-quarter of 
the free-flow speed.  Intersection congestion is l kely at critical signalised locations, with long delays 
and extensive queuing. 

For most design or planning purposes LOS C or D are usually used. 

6.2 The Esplanade 
The capacity on The Esplanade, being an urban road, is based on the capacity of the intersections on 
the route.  The only controlled intersections on The Esplanade are the roundabout at the Hutt Road, 
signals at Cuba Street and the Hutt Park Roundabout.  Presently there are capacity restraints at the Hutt 
Road and Cuba Street intersections.  Furthermore side road delays are increasing as gaps reduce on 
The Esplanade. 

Level of service E is reached when side road delays reach an average of 35 seconds per vehicle and 
delays at a signalised intersection reach 55 seconds per vehicle. 

Petone Esplanade works as two one way streets due to the raised median island that runs along most of 
its length.  The gaps in the median island however create localised pinch points due to vehicles making 
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U-turns.  Observations show that while a vehicle is waiting to make a U-turn, larger vehicles often can 
not pass them. 

The capacity of a merge is considered to be 1485 vehicles per hour.  Therefore the capacity of Petone 
Esplanade at the intersections where there is a merge to one lane is 1485 vehicles per hour. 

Present peak hour flows along The Esplanade vary between 1,000 and 1,200 vehicles per hour.  The 
flows on the Hutt Estuary Bridge however are around 1,400 vehicles per hour in the evening peak. 

As reported in Section 3.6, the Lower Hutt Transport Model estimates a traffic growth of around 0.8% per 
annum along Petone Foreshore.  However the westbound growth is estimated to be higher, at 1.2% per 
annum.  Both rates are lower that historic growth in the Wellington region. 

Table 11 Effect of Growth 

Flow Growth Flow in 10 years Flow in 15 years Flow in 20 years 

1,200 0.8% pa 1300 1350 1400 

1,200 1.2% pa 1350 1420 1490 

1,400 0.8% pa 1510 1570 1620 

1,400 1.2% pa 1570 1650 1740 

With modelled growth rates of around 0.8% per annum, The Esplanade flows will not reach capacity in 
the foreseeable future.  However the capacity on the Hutt Estuary Bridge will be reached within 10 years. 

Figure 17 Traffic on the Hutt Estuary Bridge – Evening Peak 

 

If the Petone to Grenada Link is constructed, the analysis undertaken for the Ngauranga Triangle Study 
shows that around 3,000 vehicles per day will be added to The Esplanade.  This additional flow will result 
in The Esplanade having no spare capacity. 
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7. Carriageway Designs 

7.1 Existing Road Widths 
The kerb to kerb widths along the Esplanade at various locations are tabulated below.  The widths 
include parking and cycle facilities. 

Table 12 Existing Esplanade Carriageway Cross Sections 

Location Kerb to Kerb Westbound 
direction 

Median Eastbound 
Direction 

West of Nevis Street 17.5 m 6.8 m 4.5 m 6.2 m 

Te Puni to Victoria 17.1 m 6.5 m 4.3 m 6.2 m 

Richmond to Bay 17.1 m 6.6 m 4.3 m 6.2 m 

King to Queen 17.7 m 6.5 m 4.8 m 6.4 m 

Bolton to Tory 18.9 m 6.9 m 5.1 m 7.0 m 

Aurora to Oriental 19.1 m 7.5 m 4.4 m 7.2 m 

Patrick to Collins 19.0 m 6.9 m 4.5 m 7.6 m 

East of Kirkcaldy 24.5 m 8.5 m 7.8 m 8.2 m 

Hutt Estuary Bridge 8.2 m 4.1 m 0.1 m 4.1 m 

As can be seen, generally the overall width of the road is around 18 m, with all widths greater than 17.1 
m. 

7.2 Existing Footpath Widths 
The existing footpath widths have been measured along the Esplanade at various locations on each side 
of the road.  The widths are tabulated below: 

Table 13 Existing Esplanade Pedestrian Walking Widths 

Location Width Comment 

West of Nevis Street 1.5 m Off road gravel track, no sealed footpath adjacent to beach 

Victoria to Fitzherbert 1.8 m  

Sydney to Nelson 3.1 m Pinch point at Jetty Café.  The rowing club frequently block the 
walking area with their boat stands.  Sand also builds up along the 
path here. 

Richmond to Bay Varies Landscaping, BBQ area and ramps.  Minimum width at ramps is 
1.7 m.  Bollards are spaced at 1.0 m adjacent to the public toilets 

Beach to King 2.5 m Wide parking area with a pedestrian area adjacent to sea wall.  
Narrowest point is 2.3 m 
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Location Width Comment 

Queen to Bolton 2.3 m Behind Settlers Museum is 3.1 m due to the sea wall being further 
south. 

Bolton to Tory 2.5 m Wide parking area, however between the sea wall and the seating 
areas is only 2.5 m.  Footpath beside War Memorial is 2.6 m 
between the two walls 

Cuba Street 2.1 m Sea side divided due to landscaping feature.  The narrowest point 
beside the bollards is only 1.1 m.  Between feature and kerb is 2.8 
m 

Oriental to William 2.4 m Low planting adjacent to sea wall restricts available width to 2.4 m.  
A large traffic sign restricts the width to 1.7 m 

Jessie to  East 1.8 m Area beside Children’s play area between kerb and fence 
measures only 1.8 m and is narrower by the zebra crossing due to 
signs 

Hutt Estuary Bridge 1.5 m Shared pedestrian and cycle facility on southern side on.  Where 
there are lighting poles, the width reduces to 1.1 m. 

The sea wall and adjacent off street shared pedestrian and cycle facility runs between Victoria Street and 
Jessie Street.     

West of Victoria Street is the Wharf carpark which has a pedestrian area separated from the cars by 
bollards.  The width of this is 2.5 m.  West of the carpark is a gravel, off road, shared pedestrian and 
cycle track that measures 1.8 m.  There is no sealed footpath on the southern side of The Esplanade in 
this area.  The gravel path connects to a small carparking area that has a shared driveway with the 
water-ski clubrooms and rowing clubrooms adjacent to SH2.  Cycle access to the Hutt Road is provided 
via a subway underneath the SH2 on and off ramps. 

As can be seen, the desired minimum width for a cycle lane for the Great Harbour Way is not met with 
the existing cross sections. 

7.3 Cycle and Pedestrian Standards 
The New Zealand Supplement to the Austroads Guide to Traffic Engineering Practice, Part 14: Bicycles 
provides minimum cycle lane widths.  The Guide recommends that on road cycle lanes are a minimum of 
1.5 m wide, with an adjacent traffic lane not less than 3.5 m wide.  The cycle lane width should be 
increased to 1.8 m if on street parking is provided.  The Guide also provides widths for off road cycle 
paths.  For a shared pedestrian and cycle path, it recommends a minimum of 4.5 m with an absolute 
minimum of 3.5 m.  This is less than the Great Harbour Way design standard of a 3.0 m wide facility.   

A 0.2 to 0.5 m clearance is required to objects such as a sea wall. 

Footpath widths vary depending on the type of user.  The Austroads Guide to Traffic Engineering 
Practice Part 13 – Pedestrians, recommends a minimum width of 1.8 m to accommodate wheelchair 
users.  High pedestrian areas have a recommended width of 2.4 m. 
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7.4 Great Harbour Way 
The Great Harbour Way/ Te Aranui o Pōneke is a walking and cycling route around Wellington Harbour 
from Fitzroy bay in the east to Sinclair Head in the west.  Once completed, it will provide a continuous, 
safe, signposted 72-kilometre route for walkers and cyclists around the entire perimeter Wellington 
Harbour.  Few, if any, opportunities exist elsewhere in the world to walk or cycle the entire coastline of a 
major city harbour, continually touching the water’s edge 

The optimal goal of the GHW is to establish a shared two-way pathway immediately adjacent to the coast 
thus requiring a relatively wide path along the seaward side of existing roads.  The GHW design standard 
has a minimum path of 3.0 m wide to allow for the free flow of two-way multi-use users.  Paths will need 
to be wider than 3.0 m in high use areas such as promenades.  The design standard also states that an 
absolute minimum path of 2.6 m would allow for two cyclists to pass comfortably or two pedestrians and 
one cyclist. 

Figure 18 shows an example of an off road facility where pedestrians and cyclists share a directional off 
road facility. 

Figure 18 Shared Off Road Pedestrian / Cycle Facility in Brisbane 

 

7.5 Cross River Capacity 
The Hutt River is a natural barrier for west-east movements in Lower Hutt.  Presently there are four river 
crossings in the area of Lower Hutt as tabulated below: 

Table 14 Hutt River Bridges 

 Number 
of Lanes 

December 2010 Daily Flow Flow per Lane, 
peak direction 

 Westbound Eastbound  

Hutt Estuary Bridge 2 14,240 14,300 14,300 

Ewen Bridge 4 18,200 19,830 9,900 

Melling Bridge 3 12,440 11,640 11,640 

Kennedy Good Bridge 2 11,440 11,420 11,440 
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Total 11 56,320 57,190  

As can be seen the Hutt Estuary Bridge carries more traffic per lane than the other Hutt City Bridges.  It 
carries significantly more than the Ewen and Melling Bridges per lane, which are the closest bridges.  
This is partially due to the larger catchment areas of Wainuiomata, Seaview  and Eastbourne on the 
southern part of the valley, but also because the Ewen and Melling Bridges serve the CBD and the 
additional delays in the CBD encourage motorists in the areas around Waterloo to use Randwick Road 
and Petone Esplanade to connect to SH2. 

The Silverstream Bridge is on the boundary with Upper Hutt City, some 8 km upstream from the Kennedy 
Good Bridge 

7.6 Alternative Cross Sections 
Alternative cross sections have been derived which result in different levels of service for different road 
users.  These have been provided in Table 15.  It should be noted that his table is generic only and minor 
changes may be needed to accommodate specific intersections. 

The first two columns show the required lane with to provide on road cycle facilities for a two lane road.  
The second column is the first with reduced median width to allow for westbound right turning lanes.   

The third and fourth columns provide the widths for a four lane road.  As can be seen, there is no room 
within the exiting road reserve for on road cycle lanes.  Localised road widening would also be required 
to accommodate westbound right turning bays.  

Table 15 Alternative Cross Sections 

 Improved 
Cycle Facilities 

Improved 
Cycle Facilities 
with Turning 
Lanes 

Four Lanes Four Lanes 
with Turning 
Lanes 

Westbound cycle lane 1.5 1.5 - - 

Westbound traffic lane 1 3.5 3.5 4.3 3.8 

Westbound traffic lane 2  2.8 3.5 3.5 + 3.0 

Median island 4.6 1.8 1.8 0.5 

Eastbound traffic lane 2   3.5 3.5 

Eastbound traffic lane 1 3.5 3.5 4.3 3.8 

Eastbound cycle lane 1.8 1.8   

On Street Parking 2.5 2.5   

Total 17.4 17.4 17.4 18.1 

Lane two can either be a turning lane, or a second lane in the requirement of The Esplanade being four 
laned.  However, if the Esplanade was four laned, additional turning lanes would be required at the major 
intersections, and this would encroach onto the median island and also require localised road widening. 
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8. Intersection Capacity 

Key intersections along the Esplanade have been assessed using Sidra.  The growth rate used has been 
1.2 percent per annum, which is the growth rate for the westbound direction of traffic based on the Lower 
Hutt Transport Model.  It should be noted that the eastbound growth is lower.  Taking the higher growth, 
the analysis is conservative.  In actual fact, the reported delays could take longer to arrive.  It should be 
noted that the previous growth rate in the Wellington region has been around 2.0 percent per annum. 

8.1 Te Puni Street 
The existing intersection of Te Puni Street and The Esplanade consists of a give way priority controlled 
intersection.  The eastbound approach consists of just one lane. However, a dedicated left turn short 
lane is provided for traffic turning into Te Puni Street.  There is street side parking on the eastbound 
approach with minimum clearance provided to the intersection.  The westbound approach consists of two 
lanes, which includes a bus lane.  A dedicated right turn short lane of roughly 40m is provided for the 
traffic turning into Te Puni Street from The Esplanade. 

The existing and future traffic volumes have been assessed in Sidra.  The results show that the traffic on 
Te Puni Street has delays of around 70 seconds per vehicle in the morning peak in 2011.  This will 
increase to over 300 seconds per vehicle by 2021.   

During the surveys, it has been observed that vehicles performing U-turns hold up traffic along the 
eastbound direction if it is followed by a heavy vehicle.  This phenomenon has not been modelled in 
Sidra 

8.2 Fitzherbert Street 
The existing layout at Fitzherbert Street and The Esplanade is a give way controlled intersection.  There 
are two westbound lanes along The Esplanade and one eastbound lane.  One of the westbound lanes is 
a bus lane only during the morning peak period.  Turn bays are provided to and from Fitzherbert Street.  
Fitzherbert Street has a single approach lane and all movements need to share this lane. 

It should be noted that there is a signalised pedestrian crossing present in close proximity to the west of 
the intersection. 

The intersection analysis shows that the traffic on Fitzherbert Street has delays of around 30 seconds 
per vehicle which will increase to over 50 seconds per vehicle by 2021. 

8.3 Victoria Street 
The existing intersection at the corner of Victoria Street and the Esplanade is a four way priority 
controlled intersection. The major approach is the East to West approach (Along the Esplanade). The 
intersection is currently priority (give way) controlled.  The westbound approach consists of two lanes, 
with the right lane being a bus lane. There are right turn bays are provided. The eastbound approach 
consists of only one lane with a dedicated left turn bay into Victoria Street.  

Observations show that vehicles are already taking very small gaps in the traffic flow and vehicle brakes 
and horns are often heard at this intersection.   
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It is considered that an option would be to signalise one of the three intersections at the western end of 
the Esplanade in order to undertake the following: 

 Improve safety 

 Channelise traffic through a single intersection, rather than Fitzherbert, Te Puni and Victoria Streets 

It is considered that Victoria Street would be the best intersection to signalise as it has more scope for 
widening due to the large adjacent carpark in private property and it ties in with the Wharf carpark directly 
opposite, making it a cross intersection. 

The alternative layout has been assessed using Sidra.  A traffic growth rate of 1.2 percent per annum 
has been used for the calculations.  It has also been assumed that there will be a shift of 50 percent of 
the right turning traffic and 30 percent of the left turning traffic from Fitzherbert Street and Te Puni Street 
to the Victoria Street intersection.   

While the vehicles on The Esplanade will be delayed at the new traffic signals, the overall effect is a 
reduction in travel time due to the reduction in side road delay on Te Puni Street and Fitzherbert Street.   

8.4 Buick Street 
The existing layout at Buick Street and The Esplanade is a give way controlled intersection.  There is one 
lane in each direction on The Esplanade with short turning bays into Buick Street.  Buick Street has a 
single approach lane which widens to two lanes at the intersection.  Observations show that vehicles 
make U turns at this intersection by turning into Buick Street and using the gap in the Buick Street 
median to then exit from Buick Street in the opposite direction. 

There is a zebra pedestrian crossing west of the intersection, at Queen Street. 

The analysis shows that right turning traffic on Buick Street has delays of around 50 seconds per vehicle 
in 2011 which increases to 130 seconds per vehicle in 2021 during the evening peak. 

Observed delays during interpeak periods and weekends can be high due to the number off shoppers 
that use this street together with people visiting the water pump at the Jackson Street end of Buick 
Street. 

An alternative layout, which would improve the access from the side road is to signalise the intersection.  
Signalising the intersection and including pedestrian facilities, will allow the removal of the pedestrian 
zebra crossing west of the intersection.  U turn facilities can not be provided due to the location of the 
Settlers Museum.  It is therefore recommended that the Buick Street design retains the ability for vehicles 
to make a U-turn in a two-step process. 

The alternative layout has been assessed using Sidra.  A traffic growth rate of 1.2 percent per annum 
has been used for the calculations.  While the side road delays have reduced, the signals introduce delay 
to the through vehicles.  However, the platooning effect of the signals will enable the priority intersections 
downstream to have better access. 

8.5 Cuba Street 
The existing intersection at the corner of Cuba Street and The Esplanade is controlled with traffic signals.  
There are two westbound lanes and a dedicated 50 m long right turn lane. There is only one eastbound 
lane together with a short left turn bay into Cuba Street.   
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The queue lengths are up to 165 m during the morning peak and 420 m in the evening peak on the 
western approach.  The queues result in a stop start over the length of The Esplanade as reverse priority 
starts to occur.  This results in other delays that Sidra is not able to calculate. 

An alternative layout has been assessed which utilises the existing carriageway.  The alternative 
includes and additional eastbound through lane by altering the left turn lane to a combined left and 
through.  Parking will need to be removed downstream so that the two through lanes can merge into one. 

If the proposed alternative layout is to be implemented, Sidra demonstrates that the queue lengths in the 
western approach will be less than the queue lengths currently observed up to the year of 2021, or an 
increase in 12 percent flows.  However, by 2026, the queue lengths will be 1500 metres long. 

Residents in side roads east of the intersection have stated that the signals provide breaks in the traffic 
to allow them to exit their street.  Without the signals the traffic flow would be uniform and the gaps too 
small for vehicles to enter the traffic flow.  The signals provides periods of long gaps in the traffic as the 
signals turn red at different phasing. 

8.6 William Street 
The existing layout at William Street and The Esplanade is a give way controlled intersection.  There is 
one lane in each direction along The Esplanade with short turning bays into the side road.  William Street 
has a single approach lane which is shared for left and right turning traffic. 

It should be noted that there is a zebra crossing between William Street and Patrick Street. 

The analysis shows that the right turning traffic on William Street has delays of around 60 seconds per 
vehicle which will increase to over 220 seconds per vehicle by 2021. 

8.7 Kirkcaldy Street 
The existing layout at Kirkcaldy Street and The Esplanade is a give way controlled intersection.  There is 
one lane in each direction on The Esplanade with a short turning bays into Kirkcaldy Street.  Kirkcaldy 
Street has a single approach lane which has enough width for two cars to queue beside each other at the 
intersection.  Due to the exit merge lanes, the analysis has allowed right turning vehicles to make the 
movement in two stages.  The first giving way to the near side traffic, and then waiting in the merge lane 
prior to merging with the far side traffic. 

Due to the merge lanes, the delays on the side road are still at acceptable levels in the future. 

8.8 Jessie Street 
The existing layout at Jessie Street and The Esplanade is a give way controlled intersection.  There is 
one lane in each direction on The Esplanade with a short turning bays into Jessie Street.  Jessie Street 
has a single approach lane which widens to two lanes at the intersection. 

It should be noted that there is a pedestrian crossing immediately east of the intersection. 

The analysis shows that the right turning traffic on Jessie Street has delays of around 55 seconds per 
vehicle which will increase to over 90 seconds per vehicle by 2021. 

Signalising the intersection will allow the removal of the pedestrian zebra crossing east of the intersection 
if pedestrian facilities are provided at the intersection.   
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8.9 Summary 
The total travel time for each intersection has been tabulated for 2021 for both the existing intersection 
layout and the signalised option.  Table 16 shows the total intersection travel time (vehicle hours per 
hour) for the various intersections in the existing layout and proposed layout for 2021 assuming a 1.2 
percent per annum growth.  It should be noted that the travel times report below are based on analysis 
undertaken in SIDRA and are based on isolated intersection operation.  The delay to The Esplanade 
traffic will reduce if the signals are all co-ordinated, however side road delays may increase as a result.  
Overall the total intersection travel times should reduce with co-ordination.   

Table 16 Total Intersection Travel Time - 2021 

 Existing Signalised/Improved 

 AM PM AM PM 

Te Puni 22.56 veh-hr/hr 1.47 veh-hr/hr 2.49 veh-hr/hr 0.87 veh-hr/hr 

Victoria 1.82 veh-hr/hr 3.62 veh-hr/hr 5.11 veh-hr/hr 6.96 veh-hr/hr 

Fitzherbert 0.59 veh-hr/hr 1.15 veh-hr/hr 0.47 veh-hr/hr 0.56 veh-hr/hr 

Buick 0.55 veh-hr/hr 2.64 veh-hr/hr 10.17 veh-hr/hr 9.12 veh-hr/hr 

Cuba 7.96 veh-hr/hr 116.43 veh-hr/hr 7.57 veh-hr/hr 20.13 veh-hr/hr 

William 1.07 veh-hr/hr 2.18 veh-hr/hr 18.73 veh-hr/hr 8.82 veh-hr/hr 

Jessie 0.78 veh-hr/hr 2.16 veh-hr/hr 15.68 veh-hr/hr 14.34 veh-hr/hr 

Kirkcaldy 7.63 veh-hr/hr 1.86 veh-hr/hr 17.97 veh-hr/hr 15.61 veh-hr/hr 

TOTAL 42.96 veh-hr/hr 131.51 veh-hr/hr 78.19 veh-hr/hr 76.41 veh-hr/hr 

As can be seen, the signalised intersections increase the overall travel time at some of the intersections 
along The Esplanade, but reduce the delay at others.  Those with increased delays are due to The 
Esplanade traffic having to stop to clear the side roads.  The delay experienced by the side roads does 
not offset the delay to the through traffic.  The installation of signals will also reduce the effect of reverse 
priority which exists presently, which increases the delays occurring at present.  The effect of the reverse 
priority can not be successfully modelled using the intersection performance software Sidra.  Rather this 
will require a micro-simulation model. 

The improvements to the Cuba Street signals and installing signals at Victoria Street are the only two 
locations where the overall travel time is reduced.  
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9. Alternative Options Considered 

Consideration has been given to alternative options for The Esplanade, including: 

 Signalising intersections 

 Closing the various gaps in the median island 

 Allowing full movements at all intersections so that U-turns are no longer required 

 Improving cycle facilities 

 Implementing the Great Harbour Way 

 Improving the parking areas 

 Alternative methods of improving pedestrian crossing facilities 

 Four laning of The Esplanade 

 Construction of the Cross Valley Link 

Each component has its own advantages and disadvantages.  Consideration was given to the main 
objective of this study which was to maintain a high level of capacity for vehicles while improving the 
amenities of Petone Foreshore.  All modes of transport and users of the area were to be considered, 
including pedestrians crossing the street, beach parking, local traffic, through traffic and freight 
movements. 

9.1 Option A - Overall Concept 
This option retains the two lane nature of the road but maximises the existing capacity by making 
improvements to the Cuba Street signals and signalising other key intersections.  On road cycle 
facilitates are provided together with the off road Great Harbour Way cycle and pedestrian facilities.  This 
option also includes improved parking areas along the foreshore and increased planting.  The kerbs are 
located so that future four laning could be undertaken if required.   

The preferred overall package includes: 

 Provide additional capacity at the Cuba Street signalised intersection 

 Signalise the Victoria Street, Buick Street, Jessie Street and Kirkcaldy Street intersections and 
provide pedestrian crossing facilities at these locations 

 Remove the midblock zebra crossings and install signalised crossing at Bay Street   

 Full on-road cycle facilities for the entire length of The Esplanade, stoping on the western side of the 
Waione Bridge 

 Allowance for the Great Harbour Way 

 Improved parking facilities along the foreshore to better define the parking areas and control the 
movement of cars on and off the foreshore 

The overall concept is provided in Appendix B. 
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The concept results in a loss of available space for parking due to additional lanes needed at the 
signalised intersections and altered kerbs, however the parking will be better managed than at present 
as each space will be clearly identified.   

The overall concept results in 392 carparking spaces, being 223 on street marked spaces and 169 
marked off street spaces.  The existing parking capacity varies between 370-470 depending on how 
people park. 

The concept is able to be staged by implementing the most important components first, namely the 
improvement of the Cubs Street traffic signals and installing the Victoria Street traffic signals. 

9.2 Option B - Four Laning The Esplanade 
This option includes four laning of the Esplanade which will require a bridge duplication of the Waione 
Bridge.  Key intersections will need to be signalised.  The Great Harbour Way cycle facility will need to 
be constructed as there will be no on road cycle facilities and all on road parking will have to be removed 
to allow for the four laning.  The four laning will improve the traffic capacity but will reduce the other 
amenities of the area and westbound queuing in the morning peak will still occur unless improvements 
are made on SH2. 

This option will require the following improvements to allow for safe access to the residential streets 
across a four lane road.   

 Signalise the Victoria Street, Buick Street, Jessie Street and Kirkcaldy Street intersections and 
provide pedestrian crossing facilities at these locations 

 Remove the midblock zebra crossings and install signalised crossing at Bay Street   

 Allowance for the Great Harbour Way 

 Improved parking facilities along the foreshore to better define the parking areas and control the 
movement of cars on and off the foreshore 

All cycling would be expected to transfer to the Great Harbour Way as there is no available width for on 
road cycle facilities. 

This option can be constructed after Option A, should additional mid-block capacity be required after the 
implementation of Option A.   

Alternatively all the non-signalised intersections along the foreshore may have to have turns restricted to 
left in left out only.  This would have the effect of improving safety as cars would not need to turn right 
across two moving lanes, but will increase the traffic volumes on the parallel route of Jackson Street, 
which is traffic calmed as it a local shopping street that already acts as a through route for rat-running 
vehicles.  Encouraging additional traffic onto Jackson Street is considered to be unacceptable. 

The westbound queues in the morning peak at SH2 will remain as the two lanes will need to merge to a 
single lane and then merge with the SH2 traffic. 

9.3 Option C – Cross Valley Link 
Increased capacity can be achieved in an east-west direction by creating another link.  The best location 
for such a link is the extension of Wakefield Street to Whites Line West, colloquially called the Cross 
Valley Link.  This option will require a new river crossing and upgraded intersections along the route.  
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Details of this option are provided in Section 5.3. 

It is recommended that if this option was preferred that the Cuba Street traffic signal improvements were 
still undertaken as a stand-alone project and thought given to the Great Harbour Way. 

9.4 Cycle Improvements 
Alternative options have been reviewed for implementing cycle improvements. 

While the Council is committed to the Great Harbour way, over half the cost of the GHW is between on 
the coastal track between East Street and Waione Bridge, or about 25% of the length.  Presently there 
are high users along the Beach frontage, but significantly less in the coastal track between the beach 
and Waione Bridge.  

The GHW consideration in this study does not include the Waione Bridge as it is not feas ble to construct 
a 3.5 m path across the river without constructing another bridge. 

The study area finishes on the western end of the Waione Bridge.  There are no adequate facilities for 
pedestrians or cyclists on the Bridge.  Both the traffic lanes and footpath are narrow.  Cyclists use the 
footpath for safety purposes, but need to dismount if they meet people in the opposite direction, or if 
there are people fishing on the bridge. 

Figure 19 Pedestrian Facilities on Waione Bridge 

 

The approach to the bridge is also narrow, as shown below.  North of the carriageway is a grass berm 
where an off road cycleway could be provided.   
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Figure 20 Narrow Lanes West of Waione Bridge 

 

An on road cycle lane is provided between Marine Parade and East Street east, however some of the 
westbound markings stop and start and are not continuous and result in vehicles parking on the cycle 
lanes.  In particular is the area around the service station where the on road cycle lanes become “no 
man’s land” 

Figure 21 “No Man’s Land” at Marine Parade 

 

 

Figure 17 in Section 7.5 shows the Waione Bridge, in particular the services on the northern side.  It is 
considered that this structure could be used to build a platform for cyclists only to separate them from the 
traffic lanes, thereby increasing the vehicle capacity of the bridge and also removing the cyclists that 
choose to use the southern footpath, and therefore improving the pedestrian amenities. 
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10. Construction Costs 

The construction costs for the three alternative options outlined in Section 9 have been estimated, 
together with the individual components to allow for an indication of staging costs and partial option 
construction, if this is deemed to be more suitable to Council’s budgets. 

10.1 Option A – Overall Concept 
Cost estimates have been undertaken for Option A is tabulated below: 

Table 17 Option A Construction Costs 

 Cost 

Full Cuba Street Improvements $630,000 

Victoria Street Signals $1,100,000 (including $230,000 land costs) 

Great Harbour Way $2,060,000 (not including Waione Bridge) 

Signalising Other intersections (5), providing on 
road cycle way, parking improvements 

$6,690,000 

Total $10,480,000 

The bulk of the Cuba Street benefits can be achieved from minor road marking at a cost of around 
$20,000. 

10.2 Option B - Four Laning The Esplanade 
The Option A design includes an allowance for the central median to be adjusted at a later date such that 
The Esplanade could be later widened to four lanes due to ongoing growth.  To four lane the road, the 
proposed cycle lane and parking would be removed and changes made to the median islands, together 
with a second river crossing. 

The cost of four laning The Esplanade, including the construction of the Great Harbour Way,  is 
estimated at around $37,300,000, including $26,820,000 for a duplicate bridge and approaches. 

The cost of four laning after Option A has been implemented has been estimated at $28,080,000. 

10.3 Option C - Cross Valley Link 
A detailed updated costing was undertaken of the Cross Valley Link for Hutt City Council in January 
2012.  The costing was based on the following: 

 A new river crossing between Wakefield Street and Whites Line west 

 A roundabout at the intersection of Hutt Road and Wakefield Street 

 Minor intersection improvements along Wakefield Street 

 Minor intersection improvements along Whites Line East 

 A fourth approach to the Randwick/Whites Line West roundabout 
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Option C includes the upgrade of the Cuba Street signals and the Great Harbour Way and its costs are 
summarised below: 

Table 18 Option C Construction Costs 

 Cost 

Cuba Street Improvements $20,000 

Cross Valley Link $46,000,000 

Great Harbour Way $2,060,000 

Total $48,080,000 

It should be noted that the Great Harbour Way does not include improved cycle facilities on road, in 
particular over the Waione Bridge.   

10.4 Cycle Improvements 
The construction costs of the alternative cycle improvements mentioned in this report are tabulated 
below: 

Table 19 Cycle Improvement Construction Costs 

 Cost 

Great Harbour Way – SH2 to East Street $900,000 

Great Harbour Way - East Street to Waione Street though Hikoikoi Reserve $1,160,000 

Great Harbour Way - Total $2,060,000 

On Road Facilities - East Street to Waione Street $30,000 

Clip on Cycle track on Waione Bridge $800,000 

It should be noted that the Great Harbour Way does not include improved cycle facilities on road, in 
particular over the Waione Bridge.   
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11. Economic Analysis 

The NZTA Economic Evaluation Manual (EEM) provides information on how to calculate a benefit cost 
ration for a roading project 

A BCR is the ratio between the project cost and the project benefits over a 30 year period.  The travel 
time benefits are converted to dollars based on parameters provided in the EEM.  A BCR must be above 
1.0 to be economically viable.  Most roading projects in New Zealand require a BCR above 4.0 to get 
subsidy funding from NZTA.  Projects with a BCR above 4.0 are considered to have an economic 
efficiency rating of ‘high’.  A BCR between 2.0 and 4.0 is medium and between 1.0 and 2.0 s considered 
‘low’.  A BCR below 1.0 is considered inefficient. 

Simplified economic evaluations have been completed to compare the benefits and costs of the options 
considered.  The analysis generally assumes a time zero of 1 July 2011 and a 2015 construction year.  
Alternative construction years will provide alternative BCR’s 

The project benefits are based on travel time savings using output from the Sidra analysis and walking 
and cycle benefits based on the length of the improvements and the daily flows summarised in Section 
3.9.   

Construction costs are based on those in Section 10. 

At this stage, vehicle safety assessments have not been undertaken, so only cycle crash related benefits 
are included in the evaluations. 

11.1 Option A - Overall Concept 
The economic analysis for Option A as described in Section 9.1 is has been undertaken, and 
summarised below: 

Table 20 Option A - Economic Evaluation 

Item Overall Concept 

Travel time savings $48.8 M 

Cycle Benefits $2.5 M 

Pedestrian Benefits $8.3 M 

Cycle Safety Benefits $0.1 M 

Total Net Benefits $59.6 M 

Estimated Cost $10.5 M 

Total PV Costs $8.3 M 

Benefit-cost ratio (BCR) 7.2 

Construction Date 2015 
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The option returns a benefit-to-cost ratio of 7.2, and therefore would rate as ‘high’ in terms of economic 
efficiency.   

11.2 Option B - Four Laning The Esplanade 
Three sets of economic analysis for four laning of The Esplanade has been undertaken, being: 

 The four laning occurs in 2016 on the existing layout 

 The four laning occurs in 2016 assuming that the Cuba Street and Victoria Street intersections were 
already improved 

 The four laning occurs after Option A is complete should additional mid block capacity be required at 
a later date. 

The EEM was used to estimate the mid-block travel time using first principles.  The average speed 
before and after four laning has been calculated at 51 and 55 kph respectively. 

The BCR is summarised below: 

Table 21 Option B - Economic Evaluation 

Do minimum =  Existing Cuba/Victoria Option A 

Intersection Travel Time Savings $37.1 M -$10.9 M  

Mid Block Travel Time Savings $33.9 M $33.9 M $33.9 M 

Cycle Benefits $2.1 M $2.1 M  

Pedestrian Benefits $7.2 M $7.2 M  

Cycle Safety Benefits $ 0.1 M $ 0.1 M  

Total Net Benefits $80.5 M $32.5 M $33.9 M 

Estimated Cost $38.0 M $36.8 M $28.1 M 

Total PV Costs $27.9 M $27.0 M $20.6 M 

Benefit-cost ratio (BCR) 2.9 1.2 1.6 

Construction Date  2016 2016 2016 

The option returns a benefit-to-cost ratio of 1.2 if the GHW is constructed as part of it, and therefore 
would rate as ‘low’ in terms of economic efficiency.  If the GHW was not constructed, the BCR would 
reduce to 0.8 due to the cycle and pedestrian benefits no longer being included. 

11.3 Option C - Cross Valley Link 
Determining the travel time benefits from a Cross Valley Link is outside the scope of this report, however 
values have been extracted from the various reports undertaken for the Cross Valley Link in other 
studies and have been modified to enable a rough order BCR to be estimated. 

The detailed analysis undertaken in the NZTA study included dis benefits to the traffic on The Esplanade 
due to traffic calming and a reduced speed limit.  The initial option analysis provided preliminary data for 
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2016 only and showed that the best option in terms of travel time savings was the Link with no traffic 
calming.  However this option was never carried forward.  Estimating the network wide effects for 
alternative years has been undertaken to do a preliminary analysis on the Cross Valley Link Project with 
no traffic calming on The Esplanade.  The economic analysis below provides a rough order BCR only 
and is not as accurate as the remaining BCR’s in this report as full analysis has not been undertaken. 

The economic analysis for the Cross Valley Link by itself and the full Option C which includes the Great 
Harbour Way and the Cuba Street improvements has been undertaken, and summarised below: 

Table 22 Option C - Economic Evaluation 

Item Cross Valley Link Only Option C 

Travel Time Savings $39.3 M $39.3 M 

Vehicle Operating Cost Savings $14.4 M $14.4 M 

Cuba Street Benefits  $38.4 M 

Cycle Benefits  $2.5 M 

Pedestrian Benefits  $8.3 M 

Cycle Safety Benefits  $0.1 M 

Total Net Benefits $53.7 M $102.3 M 

Estimated Cost $46.0 M $48.1 M 

Total PV Costs $33.8 M $35.3 M 

Benefit-cost ratio (BCR) 1.6 2.9 

Construction Date 2016 2016 

The option returns a benefit-to-cost ratio of 1.6, and therefore would rate as ‘low’ in terms of economic 
efficiency.   

11.4 Cycle Improvements 
The economic analysis for alternative cycle improvements has been undertaken for alternative cycle 
schemes, namely: 

 Great Harbour Way between SH2 and Waione Bridge 

 Great Harbour Way between SH2 and Waione Street and a clip on facility on the Waione Bridge 

 Great Harbour Way between SH2 and East Street, on road cycle facilities to Waione Bridge and a 
clip on facility on the Waione Bridge 

It should be noted that a clip on facility form would not conform to the GHW minimum width of 3.5 m. 
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Table 23 Great Harbour Way Economic Evaluation 

Item 
Great Harbour 
Way 

Great Harbour Way 
including Waione Clip 
on facility 

Partial Great Harbour 
Way and on road 
improvements 

Cycle Benefits $2.5 M $2.7 M $2.3 M 

Pedestrian Benefits $8.3 M $9.0 M $7.5 M 

Cycle Safety Benefits $0.1 M $0.1 M $0.1 M 

Total Net Benefits $10.8 M $11.8 M $10.0 M 

Estimated Cost $2.1 M $2.9 M $1.7 M 

Total PV Costs $1.6 M $2.3 M $1.4 M 

Benefit-cost ratio (BCR) 6.6 5.2 7.3 

Construction Date 2015 2015 2015 

The Great Harbour Way returns a benefit-to-cost ratio of 6.6.  If the bridge platform was included in the 
GHW BCR, the BCR would reduce to 5.2.  Using on road facilities through the Hikoikoi reserve area 
increases the BCR to 7.3. 

All the alternatives rate as ‘high’ in terms of economic efficiency. 

11.5 Short Term Intersection Improvements 
The economic analysis for the intersection improvements as described in Sections 8.3 and 8.5 has been 
undertaken, and summarised below: 

Table 24 Intersection Improvements Economic Evaluation 

Item Victoria Street Cuba Street Combined Package 

Travel time savings $0.8 M $59.1 M $61.7 M 

Total Net Benefits $0.8 M $59.1 M $61.7 M 

Estimated Cost $1.1 M $0.6 M $1.7 M 

Total PV Costs $0.9 M $0.6 M $1.7 M 

Benefit-cost ratio (BCR) 0.9 93 36 

Construction Date 2015 2012 2012 

Signalising the Victoria Street intersection returns a benefit-to-cost ratio of 0.9, and therefore would rate 
as ‘low’ in terms of economic efficiency.   

Undertaking the full improvements at the Cuba Street signals, including cycle facilities, returns a benefit-
to-cost ratio of 93, and therefore would rate as ‘high’ in terms of economic efficiency.  However, it is not 
recommended to do this as a stand alone package, as the vehicle speeds on Cuba Street west of the 
intersection will increase and the existing reverse priority will no longer take place.  Vehicles on side 
roads will find it increasingly difficult to exit.  Implementing the signals at the Victoria Street intersection 
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will provide a “green wave” effect and mitigate this effect.  It is therefore recommended that if the Overall 
Concept is not undertaken, then the combined package is constructed. 

Signalising the Victoria Street intersection and improving the Cuba Street intersection together returns a 
benefit-to-cost ratio of 36, and therefore would rate as ‘high’ in terms of economic efficiency.   
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12. Possible Staging of Option A and Option B 

Option A can be staged to allow funding for this project to be staggered.  If additional capacity is required 
in the future, or due to a sudden rise of traffic flow from external influences such as the Petone to 
Grenada Link, then Option B can be implemented also. 

Stage One 
Immediate improvements could be undertaken at the Cuba Street signals.  The improvement for the 
eastbound traffic, particularly in the afternoon and evening, will result in faster travel speeds and less 
reverse priority on The Esplanade.  Therefore it is recommended to implement these improvements 
together with signalising the Victoria Street intersection to enable ‘green’ waves to occur along the 
foreshore making it easier for side road traffic to get gaps.  When the signals are red on The Esplanade, 
a gap in the traffic will allow side road traffic to exit. 

Stage Two 
Improvements can be made to the walking and cycle facilities as soon as funding becomes available.  It 
is recommended to construct the Great Harbour Way between the Kiosk and the State Highway 2.  The 
on road cycle facilities between the Kiosk and the Waione Bridge should be improved as discussed in 
Section 9.4.  It is recommended to assess the feasibility of a cycle platform on the services adjacent to 
the Waione Bridge which will remove cyclists from the road and also ensure that the footpath on the 
southern side of the bridge is for pedestrians only. 

Stage Three 
Stage three involves an upgrade of the remaining sections of the road.  These improvements include 
installing traffic signals at Buick Street, Jessie Street, Kirkcaldy Street and pedestrian signals at Bay 
Street and Patrick Street. 

All of the zebra crossings on The Esplanade will be removed, so that pedestrians can still easily access 
the beach at one of the above intersections, but they will not have their existing “right of way” which 
causes continuing congestion to the vehicles during peak pedestrian times. 

The remaining intersections will remain in their current form of control. 

Stage three will also include the implementation of a green on-road cycle way to complement the Great 
Harbour Way as many cycle enthusiasts do not want to cycle on a shared cycle and pedestrian facility. 

Stage Four 
The timing of Stage Four is dependent on growth and other roading projects such as the Petone to 
Grenada Link or the Cross Valley Link.  As growth continues additional mid-block capacity will be 
required.  This can be achieved through either four laning of The Esplanade, or construction of the Cross 
Valley Link.  Both have the same BCR if constructed after the Stage Three.   
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Appendix A 

Intersection Turning Flows 

Morning Peak  7:45 - 8:45 
Evening Peak  16:30 - 17:30 
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Appendix B 

Option A Concept 
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Appendix C 

Option C Concept 
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